
The Honorable Susan J. Crawford       Saturday 30 August 2008
Convening Authority
Office of Military Commissions
1600 Defense Pentagon
Washington DC 20301-1600

Dear Ms Crawford

Civil Liberties Australia writes in relation to the Mohammad Jawad case. We make no direct claims on his 
behalf, as he is not in our jurisdiction, and is not a citizen of Australia.  Our concern in this case is not for 
an individual, but for the United States of America. Mr Jawad’s situation may be decided by legal 
process, but that of the USA will be decided in the court of world public opinion.

People outside the USA have previously believed that under-age people – children – carried lessened 
responsibility in most civilised States of America, and federally.  CLA has seen various reports of 
Mohammad Jawad’s age, 16 or 17, when detained. Surely this basic information is now accurately 
known, after nearly six years of detention and questioning, and investigation in his home country? If 
something as basic as his age is not accurately known, then other ‘facts’ garnered over six years about 
Mr Jawad would have to be considered suspect.  If Mr Jawad was under age when detained, his case 
should certainly not proceed in its current form. Any charges against him would have to be downgraded 
significantly, and almost certainly the time detained so far, without trial, would comprise sufficient penalty, 
as it did in the David Hicks’ case in which you also played an important role. Either way, it would clearly 
be within your authority to determine that no purpose helpful to the image and interests of the USA would 
be served by further legal action against Mr Jawad. 

Quite apart from the age issue, people outside the USA have confidently believed that the rule of law in 
America was fundamental to what is said to be the world’s greatest democracy founded on the world’s 
best Constitution. It is not customary in any properly-functioning constitutional democracy to proceed 
with legal action based on what has been publicly proven, and admitted in parallel cases even if not yet 
precisely in Mr Jawad’s, to be torture-derived evidence.  Constitutional principle, long-standing practice 
in previous wars, and public statements by the President of the USA would be called into question if Mr 
Jawad’s trial proceeds, and evidence contrary to professed US interrogation practice is led.  Again, no 
outcome to the benefit of the image of the USA would result.

CLA is certain that you will make your decision on whether to proceed against Mr Jawad on a sound 
basis.  We would point out that it is customary for someone acting in the ‘public prosecutor’ role to take 
into account the wider State interest in deciding whether to proceed. In fact, it is a prosecutor’s duty, we 
would think, to ensure any decision did not result in the State being pilloried and held up to ridicule.  Of 
course, the danger in the case of Mr Jawad is that ridicule would be international at a time when a new 
President will be trying to enhance the repute of the USA worldwide.

The mood in America of December 2008 and January 2009 might well be considered by you in making 
your decision. While a trial may start in September or October, delays and/or appeals would inevitably 
see the case playing out early in the term of a new President. Whoever wins the Presidency, America will  
be wanting to start afresh. A lingering legal case against Mr Jawad, of questionable merit and against a 
person who may be under-age, would be like an encrusted anchor on a new Administration, with rusted 
chains dragging down a new national hope and optimism.

We believe no purpose beneficial to the image and international reputation of the USA can be achieved 
by proceeding against Mr Jawad. We wish you sound thinking in making your important decision.

Yours sincerely

W.M. Rowlings
CEO/Secretary
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